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Methods: We retrospectively reviewed a cohort of patients >2 months old admitted either to OBS or HOSP who had stays < 24 hrs during a 26 month study period at a Level 1 trauma center, adult and children’s university hospital with 40,000 ED census and a 10-bed ED OBS. Exclusions were: elective, day surgery, and pregnancy-related admits; patients with major procedures; and deaths and zero charges. Using a two-sample t-test for continuous variables and chi-square test for discrete variables, we compared total facility charges (CHARGES) in dollars and length of stay (LOS) in hours for the cohort and for selected diseases using ICD-9-CM categories. Significance was set at p < 0.01 or <0.05.

Results: Adjusting for age, gender, LOS, ICD-9 category and insurance class, linear analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) demonstrated significant difference in log of charges. A similar model without LOS found significant difference in log LOS. OBS admits had a larger percent of non-sponsored patients (17.4 vs 7.5, p <0.05) and fewer patients returning within 72 hours of discharge for readmission to the hospital (1.5% vs 2.2%, p=0.05).

20 Factors Important to Emergency Medicine Residency Applicants in Selecting a Residency Program
Lalena M Yarris, MD; Nicole M DeIorio, MD; Robert A Lowe, MD, MPH.
Oregon Health & Science University

Background: Little is known about the factors important to applicants when selecting an emergency medicine (EM) residency program. We sought to identify factors important to applicants when selecting a training program, and determine whether there were gender differences in the factors that applicants value.

Methods: This observational study surveyed interviewees at an EM residency program from November 2005 to February 2006. Applicants were asked to rate each of 18 factors from “not at all important” to “very important” in their selection of an emergency medicine residency program. Participation was voluntary and anonymous.

Results: 73 of 82 interviewees (89%) completed the survey. The factors with the top five mean scores were: how happy the residents seemed (3.9), program personality (3.8), faculty enthusiasm (3.7), geographic location (3.6), experience during interview day (3.5) and pediatrics training (3.5).

Conclusions: The top three factors deemed most important to emergency medicine applicants are primarily intangibles, while programs have no control over the fourth most important factor, location. Still, programs aware of these findings may choose to emphasize these intangibles as well as the geographic strengths of their city in order to maximally appeal to potential residents. Further research is needed to investigate in more detail what aspects of the interview-day experience are most meaningful, as this may be the factor over which program directors have the most control.

21 Attending and Resident Satisfaction with Feedback in the Emergency Department
Lalena M Yarris, MD; Patrick H Brunett, MD; Rongwei Fu, PhD.
Oregon Health & Science University

Objectives: Effective feedback is a core component of medical education. Little is known of emergency medicine (EM) attending and resident perceptions of the feedback they give and receive in the emergency department (ED). This study aims to characterize the overall satisfaction of EM attendings and residents with feedback in the ED. We hypothesized that attending and resident perceptions of the ED feedback would differ significantly.

Methods: This observational study was conducted in an EM residency program. Attendings and residents received unique but similarly worded web-based surveys. The primary outcome was overall satisfaction with feedback in the ED, measured on a 10-point scale. Additional items assessed satisfaction with specific aspects of feedback and whether attendings or residents were more likely to initiate feedback. The attending and resident responses were compared using a two-sample t-test for continuous variables and a c2 test for discrete variables.

Results: 24 of 32 attendings and 15 of 27 residents completed the survey. Attendings were significantly more satisfied overall with feedback in the ED (6.4 vs. 4.5, p=0.01). Attendings were more likely than residents to report good or excellent satisfaction with the timeliness of feedback (50% vs. 13%, p=0.04), quality of positive feedback (88% vs. 46%, p=0.01), quality of constructive feedback (58% vs. 13%, p=0.01), feedback on communication and professionalism (63% vs. 20%, p=0.02) and feedback on managing patient flow (54% vs. 20%, p=0.05). When asked who usually initiates feedback, attendings were more likely to report that the attending usually does (96% vs. 27%, p<0.01). The study achieved 80% power to detect the primary finding (α=0.05).

Conclusions: Attending satisfaction with the timeliness and quality of feedback they give in the ED is significantly higher than resident satisfaction with feedback they receive. There is also significant difference in their perception of who initiates feedback.
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